A New Comment has been Submitted

I would like to straight to give my opinion so I wrote by mother tang. I hope someone could read this. Japanses loves Hawaii Island. Please don't destroy the great nature as a tourist. Thank you for read this.

TRANSLATION FROM MICROSOFT TRANSLATOR COMPLETED BY JEFF MERZ 21 FEB 11.

I often come in BIG Island tourism. Lives in Tokyo, but the big island of Hawaii nature and pulled by the climate frequently to visit now. Very sorry to know this plan. Every time I see the Windmill decayed South point around had to feel sad, but also is such a perspective never visited your good doesn't. Up to destroy nature and green energy?? As long as such a huge cost and sacrifice to pay the Oahu each home to promote solar panel subsidies, grants and Sun drenched location should giving me energy because I would not do? Japan solar panels at home have a power company that buys excess power and electricity system. You can create a clean energy that benefit people living this way, you is not it.
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